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Abstract: Enforcing an interactive pattern in any 

association will force it to behave in the predictable way 

thorough which it can be secured against any unauthorized 

access leading to a trusted atmosphere. Security declaration 

in cloud computing atmosphere is a major challenge 

associated with lack of trust and vulnerability to 

unauthenticated access that requires the providers to secure 

virtualized data centers by preservative data integrity. An 

auditing scheme is a good way to prove owner’s data 

outsourced to the cloud are kept intact, and a scheme 

talented of giving unrestricted verifiability service is a good 

option that some researchers have accomplished to build 

for the last few years. However, in a public checking 

scheme everybody does confirmation of data and a 

possibility of permeable some conceal information to the 

community verifiers is an issue that data owners are 

unhappy with this consequence. For example, the data 

owner does not want anybody else to know he has the data 

stored in the cloud server. To improve the customer’s 

assurance on cloud, trust has to be restored by developing 

trusted computing model for various cloud services ranging 

from storage, network, and substructure to everything as a 

service. Experiments showed that besides achieved fine-

grained attestation Rep-Cloud still suffered lower trust 

management overhead than prevailing trusted cloud 

proposals. 

Keywords: Remote Attestation, Trusted Cloud, Reputation 

System, Trusted platforms Distributed authorization 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Considerable security threats to the rapidly-growing 

cloud computing service model are fascinating a great deal of 

attention. The possibility of massive data loss has drawn 

cloud users to pay thoughtful consideration to the 

confidentiality and integrity of their data and calculation when 

these are outsourced to a cloud provider. Various cloud 

safekeeping mechanisms have been proposed to protect users' 

benefits with different viewpoints. Authorization and 

authentication mechanisms protect users' assets in the cloud 

from unapproved accesses.  

Auditing modules record actions achieved in the 

cloud for evaluation at a future point in time. IDS and fire-

wall protect internal cloud resource from outbreaks, and VMI 

(Virtual Machine Introspection) interfaces [10] enable fine-

grained inner-VM (Virtual Machine) protections from 

safekeeping services provided by the cloud, e.g. antivirus and 

rootkit detector. A full line of work for secure data 

subcontracting has also been proposed.  

Furthermore, Cloud Security Alliance [1] defines a 

wide-ranging cloud security reference model, with twelve 

safekeeping domains covering dissimilar level of security 

mechanisms in the cloud. However, most of these cloud 

safekeeping mechanisms target threats against the higher layer 

components in the cloud model, while their functionalities 

still rely on the truthfulness of lower supporting layers, i.e. 

their Trusted Computing Base (TCB) should still be clearly 

recognized. 

 

Fine-grained Cloud Trusted Computing Base 

Attestations: By designing a new paradigm for 

implementing the cTCB substantiation, captivating into 

consideration the interaction patterns among related nodes. 

cTCB confirmations help cloud customers to determine the 

security properties of the cloud dependency nodes that 

support or may affect the genuine functionalities of their 

VMs. It trappings an effective and practical way for beginning 

trust from the customers to the cloud organizations and the 

Cloud Service Providers. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Trusted Virtual Datacenter (TVDc) [8] incorporates 

trusted computing expertise into virtualization and system 

management software. It provides strong segregation between 

work-loads by enforcing a Mandatory Access Control (MAC) 

policy during the course of a datacenter. TVDc also provides 

integrity guarantees to each workload by leveraging a 

hardware root of trust in each platform to determine the 

individuality and integrity of every piece of software 

consecutively on a platform. In addition, TVDc allows 

centralized management of the underlying segregation and 

integrity organization. 

Trusted Cloud Computing Platform (TCCP) [22] 

enables users to attest to the IaaS provider and regulate 

whether or not the service is secure before they launch their 

virtual machines. A Trusted Coordinator (TC) maintained by 

an External Trusted Entity attests to the nodes inside the 

cloud, and control the dangerous operations of the nodes with 

a set of procedures, such as VM immigration and 

instantiation. 

Private Virtual Infrastructure (PVI) [15] is a 

management and safekeeping model for cloud computing. 

The PVI data-center is under control of the evidence owner 

while the cloud stuff is under control of the donation provider. 

A cloud Locator Bot pre-measures the cloud for safekeeping 

properties, securely requirements the data center in the cloud, 

and provides situational awareness through continuous 

checking of the cloud security. These trusted cloud 

explanations above share the similar centralized structure and 

maintain and prove the trust state of the entire cloud 

altogether. RepCloud implements a decentralized peer-to-peer 

confirmation structure and expose the trust state of the cloud 

taking attentions of the peer attestation relationships. 

Confidence of trust is deduced to determine endless trust from 

discrete TCG attestation tickets. The semantics of 

communications are conserved, which can enable a fine-

grained attestation, with the security troubled nodes been 

regularly attested to. With the support for trust accumulation 

and dissemination, the overall attestation overheads are 

reduced while still accomplishing a low level state-change-

discovery delay. 

Cloud verifier (CV) [23] service generates integrity 

evidences for customers to verify the truthfulness and access 

control enforcement abilities of the cloud platform that protect 

the honesty of customer's application VMs in IaaS cloud. 

Cloud customers can verify that the cloud verifier fulfills their 

integrity belongings requirements and that the properties the 

cloud verifier guarantees for being enforced on its hosts 

fulfills the customer's properties for those components as 

well. However, CV can only verify the reliability of the nodes 

hosting the user VMs, while RepCloud recognizes and 

dynamically manages the actual cloud TCB for the VMs and 

enables verifications with a higher level of self-confidence for 

trust. 

3. REPCLOUD FRAMEWORK 

In RepCloud, nodes attest to each other based on 

their interfaces. Each node preserves a Local Trust Vector 

(LTV) recording the attestation tickets it gathered by 

performing confirmations to its neighbors. These tickets are 

then accumulated to construct the global web-of-trust to rep-

resent the confirmation relationship among nodes. This web is 

maintained by each node in its Global Trust Metric 

(GTM).4.2 Local Trust Gathering a node preserves the trust 

state of its cloud TCB in its LTV (Local Trust Vector) by 

performing attestations to its neighbors regularly. The three 

typical steps of a TCG confirmation procedure are considered 

for gathering local trust measurement every node in our cloud 

model has an surrounded TPM, which records the 

measurement of every constituent in the trust chain. The 

entire core TCB is measured. Different runtime outbreaks 

exist to inject malicious codes straight into the memory of the 

node without being restrained. Three types of communication 

actions with different expectations on trust are defined in our 

context: 

1) Critical communication: Security-critical 

communication actions among nodes require previously 

attestations, because previously generated attestation tickets 

may be obsolete. These movements can be specified by users, 

and will trigger local attestation whenever they are 

encountered. With RepCloud, users can also program to 

initiate local confirmation from a VM to internal knots in the 

cloud when necessary.  

2) General communication: For communication 

actions that do not require immediate attestation, trust 

suggestion can still be gained as proof for service 

enforcement, e.g. SLA inspection or provenance queries [16]. 

Attestations to a target node in this case can be achieved a 

longer time ago, or by some other nodes that are reliable by 

the current node.  

3) Trusted communication: Specific announcement 

actions should be completed with pre-assumed trust. 
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Otherwise they may lead to recursive attestations. These 

actions should be carefully designed and with limited 

interfaces, e.g. RepCloud protocol communications. We use 

the Time stamped Hash-chain attestation protocol [24] in 

RepCloud to increase the throughput of the attestation 

operations and generate transmissible attestation tickets.  

 
 

Figure 1 Repcloud Architecture 

 

4. RESULT: 

Security Analysis  

As the systems are used in RepCloud to disseminate 

TCG trust, existing attacks to them should be measured [11]. 

However, we argue that as RepCloud transmit tamper-proof 

TCG attestation permits instead of raw reputation principles, 

these attacks are avoided by defaulting. For example, in 

reputation-based P2P trust organization systems, nodes can 

distribute trust information to promote its own reputation 

value or to destroy others. In Rep-Cloud, the attestation 

tickets are signed by the AIK [4] of the platform, the private 

part of which can only be accessed by the TPM. Malevolent 

cooperative [11] is another kind of attack to reputation 

systems, with which numerous tampered nodes co-operate to 

promote the standing value of each other. In RepCloud, when 

all the nodes presenting the VMs of an application are altered, 

they may report each other as trust worthy without being 

recognized, and hence tamper the target application. 

However, with the multi-tenancy nature of the cloud, each of 

these hosts may at the same time host VMs from other 

applications, which may interconnect to nodes in the cloud 

TCB of the those submission. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 

In this paper presented that RepCloud to explore a 

new way for handling trust in the cloud by taking advantage 

the research in reputation systems. We further anticipated the 

concept of the Confidence of Trust to deduce continuous trust 

from the separate TCG attestation tickets combined in 

RepCloud, with which we showed that fine-grained and 

ascendable cloud TCB attestation can be achieved. We 

executed RepCloud in our imitation cloud environment, and 

the results showed that, besides achieving fine-grained 

attestation, RepCloud still enforced the same level of state-

change-discovery delay as the combined cloud confirmation 

schemes. Further analysis presented that RepCloud incurred 

much less overhead than the modified combined and detached 

attestation for succeeding fine-grained cloud TCB 

attestations. We will propose sophisticated calculation and 

assessment algorithms and design detailed cloud TCB 

attestation architecture in our forthcoming work. We will also 

port our RepCloud protocol to the supporting organization 

and evaluate its performance. 
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